The Ist Prizes
The 18 national winners of the 1st
prizes will be invited to spend two
weeks at ESO during the second half of
November 1993. They will participate in
a specially conceived programme which
will be the dream of any young astronomy fan: it includes "complete immersion" in a professional research environment, with the opportunity to travel
to a remote observatory and to perform
obervations with one of the world's best
astronomical telescopes. The participants will be part of a multinational
group of young people sharing their
interest for astronomy, but with very
different backgrounds, thus providing
plenty of opportunities for cultural enrichment. As far as the time permits, an
interesting social programme will also
be arranged.
The participants will first travel from
their home countries to the ESO
Headquarters in Garching near Munich
(Germany). Here, they will receive preliminary instructions from professional
European astronomers, which will enable them to prepare a real observational research programme in all details.
Next, they will travel together to the ESO
La Silla observatory in Chile, where they
will perform real astronomical observations with a major telescope, under the
guidance of ESO astronomers. The observations will be reduced, interpreted
and prepared for publication. The participants will therefore experience the entire scientific process, from the conception of a programme to the results of the
observations.
This unique event will be given full
media coverage in the form of associated press conferences before and after
the trip to South America.

How to Participate in the Essay
Contest
More complete information about this
essay contest and participation forms

1 Change of Editor
Dear readers:
This will be the last issue of The Messenger prepared under my editorship.
Beginning with the September 1993 issue, Marie-Helene Ulrich, ESO staff
astronomer, will take over and from now on, all related correspondence should
be directed to her (email: mulrich@eso.org; Internet).
The ESO Director General has kindly agreed to relieve me from this most
interesting, but time-consuming job because of my other duties at ESO, in
particular as Secretary to the ESO C&EE Programme.
I take this opportunity to thank most cordially all contributors to the Messenger
issues during the past years. It has been an exciting and very rewarding
experience to have been so closely involved in spreading the word about the
numerous activities in and around ESO.
Please continue to give the same friendly and efficient support to my
successor; I am sure that she will in return provide you with a most efficient
vehicle to let the world learn about your achievements.
Throughout my two terms as Messenger Editor (1976-1979 and 1986-1993),
I have always enjoyed to work with the Technical Editor, Kurt war. I am happy
that he will continue to put all of his long and irreplaceable experience into the
timely and efficient preparation of each issue. I am extremely thankful for his
friendly and competent help and also his willingness to work long hours
whenever needed in order to bring out a new Messenger issue in time. If you
have liked reading this journal over the years, and if you have had difficulties in
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finding more than afew errors, it is above all due to his devotion.

will be available from the national committees in late July 1993. Information
packages will be made available to all

secondary schools in the mentioned
countries.

ESO Exhibition in Florence
As any visitor will testify, Italy is the
land of contrasts, of a striking, yet harmonious cohabitation of breathtaking
masterpieces of art from many epochs,
be it paintings, music or architecture and similar expressions of ultramodern
life.
This was not different when on March
27, ESO's travelling exhibition opened
its doors at the Sala D'Arme of the 14th
Century Pallazzo Vecchio, one of the

most prestigious locations for exhibitions in Florence.
On this Saturday morning, about 200
guests attended the inauguration ceremony, held at the magnificent Salone
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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
The Third CTIOIESO Workshop

"The Local Group: Comparative and
Global Properties"

I

will be held in La Serena, Chile, from January 24 to 28, 1994.
Further information can be obtained from the following addresses:
e-mail (Internet): Igroup@ctios3.ctio.noao.edu
FAX: +56051205342
mail: CTIOIESO Workshop, CTIO, Casilla 603, La Serena, Chile

Figure 1 : Pallazzo Vecchio (the Old Palace),
the site of the ESO exhibition in Florence.

